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	Nicosia
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Limassol
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Larnaka
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Paphos
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Famagusta
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Protaras
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Agia Napa
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office
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	Nicosia
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Limassol
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Larnaka
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Paphos
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Famagusta
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Protaras
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office



                            
                                	Agia Napa
	Apartment
	Villa
	Private House
	Studio
	Office
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                            	BUY PROPERTIES IN CYPRUS
	LONG TERM RENT CYPRUS
	LIST PROPERTIES CYPRUS
	SELL PROPERTIES CYPRUS
	PROPERTY DUE DILIGENCE IN CYPRUS
	PROPERTY AUCTIONS
	PROPERTY VALUATIONS
	PROPERTY CONSULTING
	PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS SUPPORT
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                        Real Estate Searching Platform

                        Find The House of Your Dream  

                            Using Our Platform - Realty
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                                                Rent
                                                
                                                    Apartment for rent in Cyprus 2839
                                                

                                                
                                                    Villa for rent in Cyprus 236
                                                

                                                
                                                    Private house for rent in Cyprus 495
                                                

                                                
                                                    Studio for rent in Cyprus 12
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                                                Sale
                                                
                                                    Apartment for sale in Cyprus 2223
                                                

                                                
                                                    Villa for sale in Cyprus 521
                                                

                                                
                                                    Private house for sale in Cyprus 630
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                        What Our Clients Say
                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    Tasia Marinoglou 

                                     

                                

                                
                                     "Realty is a reliable real estate market place in Cyprus with a great collection of high-quality resale properties. They helped me find my dream home in Maroni, Limassol, making the process hassle-free."

                                

                            

                        

                        							
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    Lyudmila Yakimchuk

                                     

                                

                                
                                     "I found an agent who offered me a lovely villa in Peyia, Paphos with a sea view and a pool, and at a good price. I highly recommend Realty to anyone looking for a property in Cyprus. There are all of the most reputable and licensed agencies in Cyprus."

                                

                            

                        

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    Ezra Evans

                                     

                                

                                
                                     "Realty team is professional and knowledgeable, quickly securing great support for my land for sale in Nicosia. They made the process stress-free as they handled screening of most efficient agents for the property and thus I achieved a sale. I was also  kept informed throughout. I highly recommend the property listing service for selling properties in Cyprus."

                                

                            

                        

                        								
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    Neil Turner

                                     

                                

                                
                                     "Realty is a fantastic platform for letting properties in Cyprus. They have a large network of agents with their portfolios of tenants, so they  matched me with the right one for my apartment in Larnaca. I am very pleased with Realty and I will continue to use their data for property market analysis."

                                

                            

                        

                        								
                    

                

            
            	
            
                        
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Find Current Real Estate Listings in Cyprus with Realty Marketplace
                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        Cyprus real estate is popular among residents of many countries. This is not surprising, because Cyprus is a beautiful island with rich history, stunning natural beauty, and a thriving real estate market. If you're looking for a Cyprus property for sale or for rent, you've come to the right place. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty open marketplace platform is an innovative and user-friendly multiple real estate listings management platform that simplifies the initial steps of buying, selling, renting, or leasing properties in the Republic of Cyprus. Benefiting from its advanced technology, Realty provides a seamless and efficient experience for users on both sides: buyers and sellers. At Realty platform, we understand that buying or selling a property is a big decision in one’s life, and that's why we're dedicated to making the user experience as seamless and stress-free as possible. With our expert support team and software, you can be sure that you're getting the best possible service technology-wise as well as assurances and trust in the human interaction stage of the process due to the fact that Cyprus property marketplace lists real estate offers mainly provided by verified, registered and licensed real estate agents.
                                    

                                    
                                        Currently, you are visiting a leading platform in the real estate industry that connects buyers, intermediaries, and sellers to a selection of listed properties and investment opportunities. Our extensive and up-to-date listings database is mainly offered by a variety of licensed agents and registered real estate offices in Cyprus. Finding your dream home or perfect investment has never been easier. You can start searching for up-to-date properties right away, just choose the category, location, or any combination of parameters and hit ‘Search’.
                                    

                                    
                                        One of the unique features of Realty platform is its powerful search algorithm that allows users to easily find properties that match their specific needs and preferences in the locations of their preference. Whether you are looking for a new home, a vacation rental, or an investment property, the Realty platform makes it simple to find the right fit for you. Our property search tools let users simultaneously seek properties of different kinds in different locations around Cyprus, for example: a user can instruct the system to simultaneously display properties in the center of Limassol, Nicosia and Larnaca to compare office prices, or housing alternatives at the same time on one screen. Here is another combination of a search request: a user would like to make an investment of an amount of funds, and they need to view a combination of commercial and residential real estate in Kato Paphos and Finikoudes area in Larnaca comparing them to plots in Troodos area. There is a ‘sensitive’ and highly adaptive property search system based on accurate geographical data, using which a user gets endless flexibility, enhanced accuracy and thus endless combinations of property searches options around Cyprus. 
                                    

                                    
                                        When a user interacts with the listing service, one gets more than just access to top-notch properties and expert guidance by registered and licensed real estate agents at a stretch of a hand, a user also gets a range of benefits that hardly could be found elsewhere, including:
                                    

                                    	User-friendly web page makes it easy to search for properties, compare listings, and shortlist and ‘save’ favorite properties so to proceed with viewings.
	The platform cooperates only with professional registered and licensed agents and agencies who are knowledgeable, experienced, and dedicated to helping their clients find the perfect Cyprus property and negotiate the best deal.
	Constantly the marketplace collects feedback from its users and associates on platform’s usability experience as well as on associates’ quality of service when actually making viewing tours for properties for the users.
	The platform offers access to a wide range of properties, including some of the exclusive ‘off market’ listings that could not be found anywhere else.
	Realty’s support team understands that every client is unique, and that's why customized support is provided  to help users achieve their goals. 


                                    
                                        Let’s briefly cover some benefits of the services that mainly benefits you, dear visitor, when in search of properties in Cyprus:
                                    
                                    	Next to every real realty listing, you can who represents the property. The property may be advertised by the owner directly, an authorized representative or by a real estate agency. Further contact details of the representative can be found on the agency’s micro-page on the platform to provide you with further details of the listing's author.
	We fight false advertising. Therefore, each and every property needs to be verified by the author and its availability status needs to be confirmed back as ‘available’ or ‘not available’ in the nearest time following users request for property viewing. Hence you will communicate with the property’s representative only if the property gets verified as ‘up to date’ and ‘available’ for viewing by the author. In case the property you chose for viewing is ‘not available’, the property’s representative will inform you directly through the platform and we will immediately delist such property to avoid any confusion for other users. You will get informed at once on any event: in case the property is ‘available’ the agent will guide you on further steps, in case the property is ‘not available’, you will also get informed immediately and we, as the listings market operator, will delist such property, letting you search on through alternative options.
	All the contact details of property representatives are clearly and exhaustively stated on the micro-page of the agency or in your Client Cabinet in case the property is advertised by the owner directly. We protect the privacy of owners and display their contact details only to those users who are interested in their properties only and not ‘just collecting information’, on order to get owners details a user needs to hit on ‘arrange viewing’ icon and the owner needs to confirm that he accepts sharing his contact details by confirmation the status of their property as ‘available’.
	With our platform, you can save time and money by avoiding the hassle of dealing with multiple real estate agencies calling them one by one and repetitively explaining your search criteria,  and by dealing with non-verified listings: when you click on ‘arrange viewing’ next to any property listing you will clearly see which associate placed the listing (complying with provisions of the Real Estate Law in Cyprus) and soon after the associate will verify the current market status of the requested property, so no need for numerous calls and misleading viewing arrangements. You will go for a viewing on the property only in case the property is confirmed as ‘available’ prior the viewing date and time.  Associates of Realty.com.cy will exclusively verify each property you requested for viewing, report back to you on the property’s current market status and guide you through the viewing process independently in their capacity as real estate agents or authorized representatives. 


                                    
                                        From finding the perfect property to closing the deal, our platform streamlines every step of the buying and selling process, making it easier and faster for you to understand each and every step. We have an extensive property ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ (FAQ) section that provides basic guidance on all the property-related aspects. In case you need specific information on your exclusive and individual situation, we are happy to introduce you to our network of professional associates dealing with tax, transfer, inheritance, migration, legal, corporate, and other related aspects to the property market.
                                    

                                    
                                        Kindly keep in mind, dear user, that: 
                                    
                                    	The extensively growing network of our associates, real estate professionals and other partners provides you with the resources and support you need to make your Cyprus real estate journey a success.
	Whether you're selling a Cyprus property or looking for your dream home, our platform provides customized marketing solutions to help you achieve your goals.
	Our platform is constantly evolving to bring you the latest and greatest real estate technology, including virtual property viewings and online contract signing facilities in coming in the near future. 
	We have a highly responsive customer support team that is available 24/7 to help users with any questions or concerns. Whether you need help with a property search or have a question about the buying process, the Realty team is always here to support over chat, e-mail or messengers.
	Realty is focused on security and privacy. The platform implements state-of-the-art security measures to protect user data and records of interaction, giving users peace of mind when screening through, listing, searching for buying, selling, or renting properties.


                                    
                                        Realty platform is a comprehensive real estate platform that offers a wealth of benefits to buyers, sellers, owners, and renters. With its user-friendly interface, responsive customer support, market transparency solutions, and free from any service charges for its end web-page users who are requesting properties for sale or for rent, Realty platform is the smart choice for anyone looking to buy or rent a property in Cyprus. So, no matter what type of property you're looking for, you're sure to find something that fits your needs and budget in Cyprus at the property marketplace.
                                    

                                    
                                        Start your search today and discover many exciting real estate opportunities waiting for you. Start the journey: hit ‘Arrange Viewings’ for the properties you like, contact real estate agents directly using their contact details located on agent’s micro pages or in your Client Cabinet, under ‘My viewings requests’ and/or ‘Current providers’ tabs, or contact our customer support for guidance and to learn more. Let Realty marketplace assist you in finding your dream property on the beautiful island.
                                    

                                    
                                        Important Information:
                                    
                                    
                                        Realty platform is not a ‘Real estate agent’ under the meaning of The Real Estate Agents Law 71 (I) (and as amended from time to time), it does not act nor advertise itself as such, it does not receive any commission on property negotiations and or property transactions, it does not charge fees on users who seek to buy or rent properties, nor can Realty platform, and or its employees be in any way associated with such. However, property listing and promotion fees may apply to property owners, registered and licensed agents, property companies, etc. Any party, including registered and licensed real estate agents in Cyprus may engage multiple marketing companies for the promotion of the properties within agents’ portfolio, including Realty platform under advertising party’s authority, control, and responsibility. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty platform does not pursue the profession of real estate agent or in any way acts as a real estate agent or similar. Realty platform, and\or its employees, do not conduct guided tours to the properties that platform users select on the marketplace or to any other immovable properties in Cyprus. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty platform publishes or arranges the publication of advertisements in which the declared name and contact details of the owner or authorized representative, under the meaning of the Real Estate Agents Law, are clearly and exhaustively stated in the essential time. Such contact details are stated ‘on-line’ following the link on the advertiser’s page and\or presented in the Client Cabinet, under the tabs ‘My Viewing Requests’ or ‘Active Providers’.
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty platform, and\or its employees, cannot negotiate, represent a party or set the selling or rental price or sign contracts at any case, which can only be defined by parties involved in the intended transaction, dealing directly and excluding the presence and intermediation from the platform and/or its employees.
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty platform is a multiple real estate listings platform in Cyprus where local real estate agents can submit their property listings under their name, authority, control, and responsibility. Realty platform is a strong marketing and communication tool that assists Cyprus property market participants to interact in a more transparent and efficient way.
                                    

                                    
                                        Disclaimer:
                                    
                                    
                                        Any information presented on ‘www.realty.com.cy’ (‘Realty’ or ‘web page’ herein) must not be construed as investment advice or financial advice. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Realty platform, and\or its employees. Realty platform, and\or its employees are not responsible for any errors, omissions, or damages that may result from the use of the information presented on this web page and addressed to the intended or any other unintended recipient(s). If you are not the intended web page visitor and recipient of the information provided herein, be advised that you should not and stop using the web page, materials presented herein, and functions available. Under no circumstances any party can request any financial or other compensation from Realty platform, and\or its employees, and/or its related parties for any system malfunction or failure to publish a property or service, process any data and display any data processing results to the intended recipients. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Copyrights:
                                    
                                    
                                        These copyright restrictions are governed by the laws of Cyprus. The content on this web page is protected by copyright, and any reproduction, republication, loading, announcement, dissemination, or transmission, or any other use of the content in any way or means for commercial or other purposes is only allowed with the prior written permission of authorized representative of “Realty.com.cy” or any other legitimate copyright owner. Authorized use of the content includes sharing on social media, using a limited portion of the content for educational purposes, or referencing the content in a news article. Please contact our support service for queries regarding obtaining permission.
                                    

                                    
                                        When using the content, attribution is required. This includes the inclusion of the copyright notice and the name of the author or source of the content. Failure to comply with these restrictions may result in legal action.
                                    

                                    
                                        The Realty platform reserves the right to suspend or remove any product or service information that was posted without authorization or that violates the law or the terms of web page use, including, but not limited to Privacy Policy,  General Business Terms, or Cookies Policy without prior notice. Any unauthorized use of the content may result in consequences such as legal action.
                                    

                                    
                                        Occasionally, access to the web page may be limited to perform repairs, maintenance, or publish new provisions or services. Users will be notified of such limitations and the expected duration of any such limitations. We appreciate your understanding and cooperation in ensuring that the content on this platform is used in a responsible and lawful manner.
                                    

                                    
                                        Reservations:
                                    
                                    
                                        Realty platform does not in any way acquire the status of a seller or intermediary and does not participate in the process of promoting the properties/products/services in such capacity, it operates exclusively as a "host" provider and grants the right to use the website “Realty.com.cy” to all licensed real estate agents, property owners and random users, only on the condition that every user agrees to Privacy Policy, Cookies Policy and General Business Terms. to leach more find your copy online or request through the support service team. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Only registered users can use extra functions available on “Realty.com.cy” or can list their properties. To gain such capabilities please register on the web page. “Realty.com.cy” does its best at limited capabilities to verify each and every user and their right to act in the stated capacity.
                                    

                                    
                                        Every registered “user" must provide accurate and truthful information regarding their properties and services offered, and in general, the publications must not create misinformation or false impressions on the web page visitors. For this matter, Realty platform, and\or its employees have the right to check the content of the publications either spontaneously or after any complaint, and to make relevant recommendations or even withdraw the user rights vested under the General Business Terms and or other governing documents. It is stated here that access may be revoked, restricted, or interrupted as deemed necessary by Realty platform, and\or its employees at no preliminary notice to any user, visitor or general public.
                                    

                                    
                                        A user must follow the instructions provided by the Realty platform, and\or its employees for the correct posting of their properties and services, and follow the instructions provided by authorized persons who will be responsible for the proper and smooth operation of the web page. 
                                    

                                    
                                        “Realty.com.cy”, under the terms and conditions set forth at the registration of a user, herein and all applicable laws and regulations, grants users and public a limited and non-transferable right of access, publication, and use of the website “Realty.com.cy” and its contents. This right does not constitute a transfer of any rights related to the web page and its elements and is subject to the following limitations, but not limited to: every user must comply with all provisions concerning intellectual property rights and other proprietary rights; every user must comply with all provisions concerning the Law on Real Estate Agents 71(I)/10 up to 2017 and related data and advertising  regulations. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty platform, and\or its employees are entitled to expand, update, and improve the website “Realty.com.cy” and its related services, while also being entitled to modify the terms of use of the web page, including Privacy Policy, Cookies Policy, and General Business Terms or any other of its governing documents without any prior notice to any party, user, or public. 
                                    

                                    
                                        Realty platform, and\or its employees reserve the right, at any time, to terminate, modify, suspend, or interrupt any function of the web page, including the availability of services, presentation or description of properties or services listed. Although efforts will be made for continuous and uninterrupted access to the web page.
                                    

                                    

                                

                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
            
            
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Realty listings portal: where property buyers and sellers meet
                                    Realty, a real estate marketplace, is a digital platform that simplifies the process of buying, selling, renting, or leasing properties in the Republic of Cyprus. The team behind ‘Realty.com.cy’ is dedicated to making a user’s real estate search experience as seamless and stress-free as possible.
                                

                                
                                    	
                                            
                                            Customized support
                                            We understand that every client is unique, and that's why we provide customized assistance.

                                        
	
                                            
                                            Extensive listings database
                                            Finding your dream home, business space or an ideal investment has never been easier.

                                        
	
                                            
                                            Powerful search algorithm
                                            Search for properties that match your specific needs and preferences in the location of your interest. Crystallize your search to save time and effort.

                                        


                                

                            

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        We are a real estate software, technology and outsourcing provider servicing licensed real estate agents, so agents can focus on what matters most - their clients.

                                        Realty Team
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                
									We provide comprehensive real estate software, technology and operations outsourcing solutions, including CRM, marketing automation, and content management to licensed and regulated real estate agents in Cyprus. We are here to help agents streamline their workflow, increase productivity, and deliver exceptional service to their clients. With Rimatech Ltd. as their partner in success, agents can focus on what matters most - building relationships with their clients, not their technology.
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                        The website utilizes essential cookies exclusively to enhance site performance and provide you with an exceptional browsing experience

                    

                

            

            
        

        	
        
        
        	
        
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                We are the most successful PropTech
firm from Cyprus.

                                
                                    Monday - Friday: 7am - 8pm
                                    Saturday - Sunday: 10am - 4pm
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                                    Contacts Info
                                

                                	 E-mail :hello@realty.com.cy
	  Adress :Bridge Tower, Alexandrias 2-4, Limassol 3013
	 Phone :+357-95958898


                                
                                    	
	
	
	
	


                                

                            

                        

                           
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                                                             
                    

                

            
                   
        
        
        	
        
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    For sale in Cyprus
                                

                                
                                    
                                        	Apartment
	Villa
	House
	Studio
	Office
	Penthouse
	Maisonette
	Commercial space


                                    

                                    
                                        	Warehouse
	Agricultural land
	Residential plots
	Mixed Use land
	Tourstic plots
	Industrial plots
	Commercial plots


                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    For rent in Cyprus
                                

                                
                                    
                                        	Apartment
	Villa
	House
	Studio
	Office
	Penthouse
	Maisonette
	Commercial space


                                    

                                    
                                        	Warehouse
	Agricultural land
	Residential plots
	Mixed Use land
	Tourstic plots
	Industrial plots
	Commercial plots


                                    

                                

                            

                        

                         
                        
                        
                        

                           
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    Info centre
                                

                                	CYPRUS TOP-10 BEST OF THE BEST PLACES FOR TOURISTS
	GETTING MARRIED IN CYPRUS
	CYPRUS RESTRICTIONS AND SAFETY
	80 FACTS ABOUT CYPRUS
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